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The present state of wire 't.ble drainage is reviewed in the light of
histortcal developments. The limitations of the table roll are noted in
comparison with more modern drainage elements. Double-wire for-
mers, wet suction boxes aud foils are examined with respect to opera-
ting advantage! and limitations. The importance of basis weight ""i/o-
rmlty and good table alignment are stressed. Finally, the water
balance around the wire is considered, tlnd some prllcticalaspects 01
basic sheet froming principles are illustrated.

Recent papers on wire table drain-
.se should be considerd in relation
to all the published literature ~at
is now available on thi. subject.

'.Puhaps the best starting point is a
Consideration of tire various types
of forming equipment developediu
recent years. Most of these are
divergent from the conventional
fourdrinier whicb has remained
essentially' unchanged in principle
since the original 1807 British pat-
ent (BP 2951).

Excludingthe various developments
of the cylinder machine. stemming
from Dickinson's patent, tbere are:

1. The use of an inner wire, the
so-called "power fabric" pio-
neered by Kitano.!

2. Double wire formers:
(a) Various forms descended

from Webster's patents,"
i.e., the Papriformer, Cres-
cent former, and Perifor-
mer;

(b) true double wrie formers
descended from the Inver-
form, viz. the Inver form,
(slow speed), Twinver-
form (high speed variant
of the Inverform), Bel Baie
former (inertial drainage)
and Vertiformer (extrusive

the past fifteen year., and it was
fully covered in the 1961 paper.·
Table rolls work by creatiDg a
suction as the two surfacea, wire
and roll, diverge. Timmerman told
us in 1929'3 that "there i. a film
of water hanging to the underside
of the wire, which, when ,coming
back in contact with the tablero-
Jls, will be forced back through
the wire lifting the partially form-
ed sheet along with it, and as the
sheet passes the table rolls, the
water is alain pulled back through
wire by suction due to the action
of the rolls turning away from the
wire. This happens. at each table
roJl and tends to open the fibre
weakening the sheet ...••......... !'
An additionalpoint is that at hig-
her speed the downward accelera-
tion, as the wire follows the roll, ca-
uses "spouting" or "stock jump."
The disturbance at the rolls is also
directly related to the stability of
flow from the headbox, It can be
noted from wire flow pho~tographs
that unstable headbox flow ampli-
fies the spouting and stock jump
actions to tbe detriment of the
forming process.

Table roll operation demands very

drainage or inertial draina-
ge).

3. Wet suction boxes descended
from a combination of the
ideas of Timme(J1lan8 and
Taylor, et a/.4-

4. Foils foJlowing the initial deve-
lopment work of Burkhard and
Wristli. Note that a foil is
essentially a po~tion of a large
stationary table roll.

5. Suction breast roll tissue rna
chines; these, with the headbox-
covering a large portion of tbe
roll, are essentially pressure
forming cylinder machines.

There bave been surpri~ingly few
reviews of these different methods
of drainage. One by Mardon and
Manson" was published (in Fre-
nch) in 1961. A second by De
Montigny" appeared in 1966,
and a third by Mrs. Schmidt"
in 1968. It thus appears appropri-
.ate to review the situation again
at this time.

co

(Based on talk by J. MardoD at N.
Y. Empire Tappl, Lake Placid·,
~.Y., JaR, 1970, and part of tbe
Wire Flo. Lecture giveD at JDsti-
tute of Paper Tec~DOlogy'. SabataD-
pur, August, 1971).

First of all, what was the matter
with table rolls? Wby was a chan-
ge necessary? This point has __ .
explored by many authors ,duritt&"

~... .\,;:~ .,
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dectlve bafBe grhlcJiDl, roll set-
tiDa and toll mainteaance. I Keep-
iDg down the distance Crom crOWD

! of roll to the, Collowing deftector
minimizes the dip oC the wire and,
thus. the degree oC spouting at
constant tension. Even when all
the proper papermaking discipline
is observed with regard to setting
of the wire table'.lo,11, Cormation
sets worse with speed.

Figure f illustrates the wor~ninl
of formation with speed. The rem-
edy Cor this (about 1957) was to
groove the early table rolls.' Thi.
allows introduction,oC air into the
outloing nip, which reduce. the

· suction, Figure 2 showl the area
over the first grooved table rolls
at 2500 fpm with no spouting.
Figure 3 shows the disturbance
over the second solid roll (foUo-
'wing six groovedroJls) at 2400
,fpm, and Cjgu~ 4 iJlustrates how
·much worse it was at 2600 fpm.
·Fia. 5 is effectively a combination
of Figures 2 and 4, illustrating the
smooth flow over the grooved ro-
Ils. and ••.major disturbance, star-
tinl at the £ccond IOlid roll.
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,The major disturbance to format-
ioa is caused when the heads of
the spouts land again on the wire.
.s shown it), Figure 6. This behav-
ior haa been described as"windowa
like formation t' .
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lleeoDli6eriDI tba divilioD,of "fop.'
ming and dr.inale c1evices made
previously.

1. KitaDo'. power fabric is descr-
ibed in the literature and has
cconsiderable merit, since it en-
abk s a high tension to be held
Ia the v. ire, whilst maintaining
a fi,neforming medium: It has
not. however, caught on, afth-
ough at some later date it will,
without doubt, come into its
own.

2. Double wire formed have also
been fairJy extensively descri-
bed in the literature, though
up to the prssent time the •••.
criptions have been purely qua-
litative (see Reference 12).
Quantitative and detailed pape-
rmaking descriptions are badly
needed. There are. nevertheless,
some points of great importan-
ce that can be made at this

, time.

<a>By enclosing the sheet, whilst
fluid. between two wires, there
is free surface; however, this
means that disturbances from a
headbox will be fixed in the
sheet and some kinds will form
serious sheet defects. Thus, effa
ective double wire drainage is
only, 'possible with improved
headboxes; for example, but not
exclusively, the' Converflow18

and Bunched Tubel& head- .
boxes.

(b) The real curved wire formers,
such as the periformer, or the
varieus crescent formers, will
only work on sheets with a low
draina,e resistance. If the path
of the stock and the pressure
gradient are Dot compatible,

,,'

backftow will nnlt.. - pr0-
duee ~t defect •.

(c) There are two ways to drain on
a two wire former: extrusion
drainage and inertial drainilge.
The former is more difficult,
but retains the fines .and has
substantial advantages. The
latter 10£CI the fines, and whilst
a weJl-formed sheet is possible,
constant vigilance may be req-
uired to avoid a sheet contain-
ing undesirable local fiber agg-
regations-a characteristic floc
associated with inertial draina-
ge operation.

(d) The structure of a two- wire
sheet is different. Generally, it
has lower z-direction tensile
strength than a single wire sheet
and can be split with little di-
fficulty:

3. Wet suction boxes have consi-
derable merit, and the advan-
tages are enhanced in combi-
nation with the high speed dan-
dy. They are already well acee-
pted in Europe, but are not
common in North America.
.The principal problem lies in
the headbox. As with the dou-
ble wire machines, ~ perfect
flow is needed. (This point is
also valid for foils).

The need for a first-class now
frbm the headbox must be empha-
sized. If the headbox flow contains
defects, then a free flow area prior
to the wet suction boxes must be
allowed. The slice must be clean.
the box tops must be kept in first-
cJass condi tion, and tbe edges must
be free of pitch.
To obtain the benefits of wet suct-
ion boxes, i.e., improved forma-

•

,
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Fia- 1. Area ove, tint grooved table rolls at 2500 Ipm with DO spouti ••
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Fie_ 3. Disturbance over 'second solid table roll (following six grooved rolls) at 2400 rpm
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Fig. 4. Disturbance Over second solid roll (follow'fogsix grooved rolls) at 2600 fpm.
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Fia:- 5. Smootb flow over a:rooved rolls and major disturbance at second solid roll, 2500 rpm
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Fla. 6. Heads of ipouts landing on wlre
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tion and lower wire mark, a lower
headbox consistency is required. A
higher head box freeness can be
expected, due to the reduced quan-
tity of recirculating fines. Figure 7
shows a comparison of wire length
requirements or headbox consis-
tcncy at various machine speeds
for suction boxes, as compared to
foila and' table rolls. Figure 8 sho-
ws retention levels for an original
wire table equipped with table rolls
and the same table after conversien
to wet boxes,

Figure 9 shows the difficulties that
result when mixing drainage elem-
ents of different properties. Three
wet suction boxes were installed

•
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.60 .70 .80

/ Ae~dbox Consistency

Fig. 7. Wire lePltb requiremepts
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between the forming board and the
table rolls. The wet boxes worked
as in Figure 8, but the succeeding
table rolls "washed out" the filler
and fines to produce a more open
and porous sheet. Obviously, the
advantage of better retention was
lost. Incidentally, the consistencies
at the first few table rolls indicate
a dense sheet coming from the wet
boxes. The top value of drainage
consistency is.not reached until the
fifth table roll.

The homogeneous nature of the
sheet made with wet suction boxes
isilJustrated in Figure to. This
showl a comparison of filler distri-
bution between sheets formed on

.50 .70.60

Headbox Consistency

VB. beadbol[ consistency for differe~t

wire tables using table rolls and
wet suction boxes, respectively. It
has been reported that sheet split-
ting is virtually impossible when
formed on wet suction boxes.

For slow-draining stocks, it appe-
ars that solid rolls are needed at
intervals between boxes to main-
tain the sheet as a fluid bed and to
allow drainage to proceed without
excessive vacuum. The same point,
can also be made with regard to

foils.

It should also be noted that adequ-
ate adjustment is needed on the
end seals for wet suction boxes.

••

.80 .50 .60 .70 .80

Headbox Consistency

elements and macbine speeds
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~ies-mustratlDI problem ofmixiDI
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properties

4. Foils

As noted previously, a good
headbox delivery is more impo-
rtant on a table equipped with
foils than on one equipped with
table rolls. But, delivery is not
as critical as for wet suction
boxes since some "activity" can
be maintained, However, both
tbe degree of disturbance and
white water consistency are lo-
wer with foils than with table
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Fig. 10. TraDSYersedistrlb.atioa of
Giler iD sheets formed wltb table

rolls aDd wet I1IctiOD boXes

rolls due to a sharp and large
suction working over a very
short time being replaced by a
lesser suction over a longer
period.

Several authors have listed the
potential benefits obtainable rro~
foils. Among these .~s improved
drainage, better formation, morc-

Ippta, Jan. Feb. & March 1974. Vol. XI No. 1

uniform transverse distribution,
lower wire marking, and impro-
ved retention. It must be emphasi-
zed that formation improvement
is largely due to more' water just .
as is the case for we t suction box-
es. However. like table rolls, and
unlike wet suction boxes, the suc-
tion developed by foils is speed de-.
pendent. At low speeds and with
heavier weights. the drainage capa .•
city of foils may be inadequate. It
should also be noted, that foils we-
ar. The wear may not be even. ea-l
using irregular drainage and strea-
king. All foils must be grouncl at
the same time so that they are Ie----~vel in t4e table .

Reduced pinho ling is another pap-
er quality ascribed to foils. nil
is because a foil,especially an "arc
foil" corresponds to a large stat .•
ionary table roU. 'Ate suction de-
veloped is more gradual and the
spouting is thus reduced. The up-
thrust of water en the ingoing side
is elhninated.
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Figure U illustrates the fiowon
the wire above a first set of four
foila. (The first and second blades
are just noticeable at the right of
the photo). "The disturbance at
2400 fpm is moderate to severe,
but there is no spouting.
figure 12 illustra tes the same area
at 2600 fpm, with acorrcspondin-
gly greater disturbance _degr~.

Figure .13 shows the stability at
the second solid table roll at 2400
fpm with prior foils; it is no better

_ than was the earlier case with all
grooved rolls prior to the solid ro-
111. Figure 14 demonstrates that
the foil did produce increased sta-
bility at the second solid roll as
speed increased.
Any new drainage method, inclu-
ding (oils, must be considered with
regard to formation. A number of
investigators have found improved
formation with foils, though in
some cases it may be due partly to
the fabric .used in conjunction with
the foils.

Figure 15 illustrates that format-
ion became more irregular across
the machine as speed increased.
Figure 16 documents the reduction
of wire mark caused by using foils
between the grooved rolls and the
solid rolls.

Atypical consisfency profile along
the wire with only table rolls shoo
ws the drained white water consis-
tency rising sharply from the groo-
ved rolls to the solid rolls and
then gradually falling off. Figure
17 is a comparison of drainage
profiles before and after foil insta-
llation. Over the foils, the consist-
ency drops sharply, but is virtually
the same over the succeeding table
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rolls as for an all table roll table.
Figure 18 illustrates that on the

\

same machine the foils ~de the
formation more even but not bett-
er. Sometimes the average format-
ion level I11ay be made worse.
It depends on the level thai existed
with table roll operation. An imp-
ortant point il that the foil wire
table. being adjustable. is less of a
compromise arrangement.

I

Bas!s Weilbt Uniformity .

The most important papermaking
variable remains, basis weight.
Uniformity of basis weight is criti-
cal to all other paper properties,
and it iJ intimately associated with
headbox capability and the subse-
q uent wire table arrangement.

Figure 19 is a typical set of basis
weight profiles from a first-class
standard headbox, The 'upper line
shews basis weight and caliper.
The two lower lines indicate the
stability. The bottom lme is a plot
of'the residual variation obtained
from the upper pair. For a good
headbox, this line should be low
and horizontal.

Figure 20 Illustrates a similar plot
from another machine with a diff·

/

erent and sJightlybetter headbox,
Figure 21 is presented to show th~
greatly increased stability charact-
eristic of all double wire machines.

Table Alignment
No discussion of the wire table
would be complete without consi-
deriog the importance of proper
table alignment, As machine spee-
ds increase arid as table rolls are
replaced with foils and wet suction
boxes. the requirements of table

alignment have become more criti-
cal. To achieve good alignment [
and maintain it. requires good
measuring equipment, set proced-
ure and,.discipline.

For a modem high speed machine,
the goa) should be to know as a
matter of continuing record, the
position of every roll, deflector
and box in the table to within
0.025 inch vertically, and 1/16
inch horizontally.

-~

Along with alignment, there are
two other maintenance keeping
functions of related importance.
One is the planing of deflectore
and covers where they are not of
the ceramic or steel type.· Close
attention must be paid to the kni-
fe edge on deflectors. The other
function is the balancing of rolls.
Satisfactory wire table performan-
ce is inc••mbent on following set
procedures and schedules.

The Water Balance
The amount of water that must be
removed from the wire naturally
relates to the amount of water de-
posited from the headbox. The re-
quirements are:

1) achieve good formation in the
forming process; and

2) concentrate the fiber to at lea-
~t 18% after the couch

For sheets suchas newsprint.zkra-
ft paper and fine papers. the amou-
nt of water removed is on the or-
der of 200 Ibs. per lb. of paper
made. All factors being equal, a
greater ratio of water removal sh-
ould contribute toward better for-
mation. As already noted, this is
the mechanism whereby foils and

•
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Fig. 11. Flow OQ wire above first set of foils at 2400 fpm
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Fie. 12. Flow 00 Wire above first set or foils at 2600 rpm
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Fig. 13. Flow at second solie!, table roll after foils at 2400 fpm
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Fig. 14. Flow"at second solid table roll after foils at 2600 fpm
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66 Fourclrlnler - Foils for 2 Solids hIls
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Fig. 15. Effect of machine speed on formatioD profile
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Fig. 16. Effect of foils on wire marking across the machine
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Fig. 17. Drainage table consisteD-
des before and after the installa":

tion of foils

wet suction boxes achieve impro-
ved formation ..'

For comparisons at constant mac-
hine speed, headbox consistency
is sometimes used as a measure of
relative water removal. This type
of comparison can be misleading
where a change of drainage elem-
ents has also effected improved
retention of fines in the sheet.
Figure 22 showsthe interrelation-
ship between headbox consistency.
wire pit consistency and headbox
flow. Take for example, a machine
equipped with table rolls, operating
at a 0.70% headbox consistency
and 0.32% wire pit consistency.
If after conversion to foils, the
wire pit consistency drops to
0.24%. it will now be necessary to
OJle.ratewith a head box consisteacy
of 0.63% in order to maintain the
same headbox flow •

In order to get the most efficient
operation from a wire table, it is
necessary to know where water is
removed (or not removed) along
the entire length. This infor-
mation can be gathered, either by
doing consistency and flow
measurements at each element,
or by blowing samples off the wire
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and doing a consistency profile.
Figure 23 shows a typical wire
table profile for a newsprint
machnie.

there are three basic dispersion
methods for obtaining good for-
mation while draining water from
the fiber suspension: dilution, tur-
bulence and shear. Each of these
mechanisms when used intensively
or excessively may have a detri-
mental effect on other sheet pro-

-
Practical Aspects of Sheet For-.

_ mlDg Principles

As pointed out by P~ker18
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10 Without Foils

perties. In practice,· formation is
usually obtained through a combi-
nation of these factors, although
some types of forming equipment
may rely more heavily on one
factor than another. Excluding cy-
linder machines, current forming
devices can be considered as either
Fourdriniers with a free surface,
tissue type pressure formers, or
double wire formers, both these
latter without a free surface.

For the Foprdrinier, the hydrody-
namic effects of drainage, oriented
shear and turbulence generated
along the table ~re' generally the
controlling factors in the forming
process. The headbox is also im-
portant, but usually on a scale that·
is larger than the structural elem-
ents of the paper web, the fiber
floes.

65 Tissue type roll formers using pres-
f~r:::o':n~t•..••.••••••.•.- .•.•••-_.....&.-.L.--L~....•.....•...•........&.......&... ...•..• -'-- •..••...•..••... "'"--"'--"'-- .•.. -B•...ac....•k sure formation depend primarily on

very high turbulence in the initial
forming zone for good formation".
Parker points out that the
MD-oriented shear generated in
'the flow under the roof by the.

MACHINE;A·"!" .

Position Across Machine'

Fig. 18. Effect of foils on formation' profile
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difference in speed between the
roll surface and the stationary roof
is actually a detrimental effect and
can disrupt the mat formed with
the initial drainage.
As with roll formers, the elimina-
tion of the free surface in twin wire
formers allows very high levels of
turbulence te be used in the imme-
diate forming' zone and precludes
free surface erruptions. This feature
is exploited in twin wire devices by
using headboxes which produce
relatively highly tutbulent dischar-
ges for better initial dispersion.
Because the drainage is so rapid,
the suspension does not have time

/

to reftocculate. Thus headboxes
playa more direct role in the, for-
ming process for 2-wire machines
than for the fourdrinier.

Concluding Remarks
In evaluating the above discussion
with respect to practical realities
the follwing points must be kept in
mind.

- One needs to understand princi-
ples to make the right choices
and decisions regarding wire
table drainage. Do not get
carried away by overenthusi-
asticsalesmen.

For example, with foils a number
of factors must be considered.
Alignment and grinding are cri-
tical; any defect in a foil will show
up as a streak in the sheet. Fre-
quently, plastic wires 'are used in
combination wIth foils; the plastic
wires themselves can intro-
duce complications. Plastic wires
usually flex more easily than
do bronze wires, thus causing
greater disturbances at the same

..•
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Fig. 22. Total head box flow as
determined from headbox and

wire pit consistencies
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- FiC. 23. Table coasistency profile.

tension. Plastic wires tend to
remove more fiber at separation
from the sheet; they require a
higher pressure water spray for
cleaning. The economics of
plastic wires must be carefully
looked into; machine shutdowns
are normally taken on a regular
basis anyway, so increased wire

. life may not necessarily mean in-
creased production at the same
time. Finally, couch load increases
with both foils and plastic wires.
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